
UPGRADE YOUR HOME
WITH VINYLTEK WINDOWS AND DOORS
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There are many window choices available, but replacing your windows is likely something you’ll 
only do once in your lifetime—so take the time to investigate your options to ensure you make the 
right choice for your home and for your family.

GUARANTEED FOR AS LONG AS YOU OWN YOUR HOME

WHY CHOOSE VINYLTEK WINDOWS AND DOORS?
Vinyltek has been manufacturing windows and doors for 25 years and was the first manufacturer of vinyl windows in the Pacific 

Northwest. We have supplied hundreds of thousands of windows to date, all designed and manufactured to protect your home 

from the wind-blown rain common in our climate.

Our windows and doors are guaranteed for as long as you own your home. With 25 years in business, we will be there if and 

when you need us, with prompt and friendly after-sales service.

NOT ALL WINDOWS ARE CREATED 



You can rest assured with our lifetime warranty.

We choose to build the highest quality windows and doors available. Certainly there are cheaper windows available, but we 

feel that replacing your windows is an opportunity to upgrade your home and to substantially improve its comfort, energy 

efficiency and aesthetics. That’s why we believe every home deserves Vinyltek windows.

We partner with a very select group of dealer/contractors, each with strong roots in their communities, with many years 

of experience upgrading homes and with a commitment to uncompromising quality and exceptional customer service. If a 

window or door is not installed to precise standards that restore the integrity of your home’s building envelope, even the very 

best windows and doors will not perform well. That’s why we make sure that all of our dealers/contractors are the best in the 

business.

All Vinyltek windows and doors are Energystar rated and exceed CSA standards for air and water infiltration, structural 

strength, security and ease of operation. We regularly send random samples of our finished products to independent, accredited 

testing laboratories to ensure that all our windows and doors are built with consistent quality and performance.

D EQUAL



HERE’S WHY YOU DESERVE VINYLTEK  
WINDOWS AND DOORS IN YOUR HOME
1 - ENGINEERED DESIGN
Vinyltek windows and doors have been carefully engineered and designed to provide unsurpassed strength, energy efficiency 

and performance. The PVC frames have more channels and thicker walls, providing strength and restricting the transmission of 

heat or cold and sound through the frame. Every opening has three weatherstrips, ensuring a perfect and lasting seal against 

wind-driven rain. 

The frames are extruded from 100% virgin uPVC by PH Tech—our partner for almost 20 years and the leading designer and 

extruder of high quality vinyl window and door components in North America.

2 - SUPERIOR WINDOW HARDWARE 
Vinyltek trusts Truth Hardware’s operators, locks, hinges and handles to keep our windows operating easily and efficiently 

for as long as you own your home. Truth’s Encore System of casement and awning operators and handles provide the highest 

quality, performance and aesthetics, while Vinyltek’s sliders offer lift-out sashes, and trackless sills for easy cleaning. 

THE SECRET’S OUT

Truth Hardware - No one 
builds window and door 
hardware that can compare.

Cardinal Glass - The worldwide leader 
in glass technology and innovation.

PH Tech - Supplier of our 
PVC extrusion profiles.



3 - LEADING EDGE GLASS TECHNOLOGY 
Vinyltek windows and doors are built exclusively with Cardinal sealed glass units, for ultimate energy efficiency and long-lasting 

performance. Cardinal is the most innovative glass company in the world, providing Vinyltek customers with glass coatings to 

achieve their window and door performance objectives. 

Choose from LowE366™ to block harmful UV and the sun’s heat, LowE180™ to provide energy efficiency while allowing the 

sun to provide warmth, or Cardinal’s latest technology advance, LowEi81™, which provides triple-glazed energy performance 

in a double-glazed window. And Cardinal’s XLEdge™ warm-edge spacer 

system has the lowest sealed-unit failure rate in the industry. 

Wouldn’t it be nice to have easy-clean windows? Add Cardinal’s 

exclusive NEAT™ easy clean glass coating, combining the sun’s rays 

and the occasional rain shower to keep the outside of your windows 

spotless. 

4 - EXPERIENCED AND HIGHLY TRAINED STAFF 
At Vinyltek, we go to extraordinary measures to attract and retain only 

the best window and door assembly technicians – the men and women 

who build our products have an average of 15 years of tenure at Vinyltek. 

Our respect for them is only matched by their dedication to building 

the highest quality windows and doors. Every procedure is defined 

by Vinyltek’s Quality Assurance Program, to ensure every window and 

door is manufactured perfectly, to exacting specifications. 



A VARIETY OF WINDOW STYLES

STYLE THAT SUITS YOUR LIFESTYLE

Vinyltek’s commitment to quality can be found in everything from the premium uPVC we choose 
for our window frames, to the protective film we apply to every pane of glass. Contact a Vinyltek 
representative to help you choose a window that will add style, function and comfort to any room 
in your home.



SINGLE HUNG 
Vinyltek’s traditional single hung windows 

slide vertically. Ideal for small spaces or 

combine them with a picture window for 

greater impact.

DOUBLE HUNG
On the versatile double hung window both 

sashes slide vertically. The tilt-in sashes also 

allow both windows within the frame to tilt 

inwards for easy cleaning inside and out.  

PICTURE
Also known as a fixed window, this window 

is made to let in light. As it does not open 

or vent, it is ideal to use in higher spaces or 

in combination with windows that open.

DOUBLE SLIDER
On double slider windows both removable 

sashes slide horizontally providing 

ventilation at either end. The double slider 

also uses nylon glides.

AWNING
Awning windows are hinged at the top of 

the frame and tilt out for ventilation. Add 

them above or below picture windows to 

create beautiful spaces. Available in crank 

or push out technologies.

BAY & BOW
These styles feature multiple windows 

that are mulled together and project out 

from the exterior wall. Combine fixed and 

opening windows to form a bay or bow 

window that allows in light and ventilates. 

Bow windows typically angle out 10 or 15 degrees 
while bay windows angle out 30 or 45 degrees.

CASEMENT
The elegant casement windows are hinged 

on the side of the frame and open outwards. 

Casement windows are often used in 

combination with fixed windows. Available 

in crank or push out technologies.

TILT & TURN
The European style Tilt & Turn windows 

both tilt and completely open inwards. 

These beautiful windows provide maximum 

visibility and ventilation with a stunning 

twist. Only available in the Boreal line.

All configurations are available in both Boreal and Primera unless otherwise stated.

SINGLE SLIDER 
On the popular single slider windows, 

the  removable sash slides horizontally on 

nylon glides, an "easy clean" alternative to 

standard roller systems.



PEACE AND QUIET It comes naturally with Vinyltek doors.

THE ULTIMATE IN THERMAL PERFORMANCE AND SOUND ABATEMENT
Featuring multi-chamber profiles and triple weather stripping, these doors virtually eliminate outside noise and provide greater thermal 

efficiency. Our superior locking system lets you sleep securely, knowing your doors will stay closed. And since PVC resists the effects of 

weather, these patio doors are virtually maintenance free—they will not rot, rust, pit or blister. 

MULTIPLE DOOR CONFIGURATIONS
Available in 2-panel, 3-panel and 4-panel configurations, 

with a wide range of energy-smart glazing options and 

decorative grilles. 

Also available in sizes up to 8 feet high and 16 feet wide. 

SLIDING PATIO DOORS
These doors feature our patented self-lubricating sliding 

system with adjustable dual tandem wheels for smooth 

and easy operation. Every system also features self-

cleaning tracks.

TILT & TURN FRENCH DOORS
Just like our tilt & turn windows, these French doors 

have a unique European design that allows them to tilt 

in for ventilation or open up completely all with one 

convenient handle. 

DOORS WITH SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE



FOR YOUR WINDOWS AND DOORS
CUSTOM OPTIONS

STDL AND GRID DESIGNS
Add flare to your windows by selecting from a variety 

of unique simulated true divided lites (STDL) and grid 

designs. STDL bars are available in your choice of three 

widths. They are permanently attached to the outside 

of the sealed glass unit and match the colour of the 

window frame. As an alternative, window grids can be 

permanently fixed inside the sealed glass, allowing for 

easy cleaning.

Your windows should complement the aesthetics of your home. Replacing your windows with 
Vinyltek gives you the opportunity to go even further by significantly upgrading your home’s street 
appeal. Choose from our many options to accent the other design features of your house.

BRICKMOULDS AND REBATE FLANGES
Customize how your windows interface with the exterior of your home with an 

appealing assortment of brickmoulds and rebate flanges. Brickmoulds come 

in 1” or 2” sizes, or you can imitate the look of a full wood trim with our high-

end 4” style. For renovations, 1” or 2” rebate flanges or 2.5” stucco moulds are 

available, creating an aesthetically pleasing transition from your new windows 

to your existing exterior cladding. 

DECORATIVE INSIDE TRIMS AND SILLS
Accessorize your Vinyltek windows with vinyl casings, inside trims and vinyl 

rosettes. Our sills and trims do not need to be painted—when you paint your 

walls, simply snap the vinyl trims off, paint underneath and snap them back on 

for a beautiful finish. 



THE FINISHING TOUCHES

DEFINE YOU HOME’S APPEARANCE

All of our window frames and doors are extruded in white or beige, however, you can add impact 
and style to your windows by having the vinyl frame painted or stained to match your home.

PAINTED FRAMES
Vinyltek windows and doors are available in a wide range of colours, thanks 

to the tremendous technological advances in water-borne PVC paint over the 

last decade. We can paint the inside, outside, or both sides of your window and 

door frames with durable and long-lasting PVC paint.  This custom water-based 

paint is engineered to permanently bond to your window and door frames, 

while its colour pigments restrict surface heat gain to protect the structural 

integrity of your windows and doors.  It is guaranteed not to fade, peel, blister 

or crack for at least 15 years. 

Choose from one of our standard colours, or provide a custom colour chip and 

we will match it.

WOODGRAIN STAINED
Vinyltek is proud to offer one of the most exciting new technological advances 

in PVC windows in many years – woodgrain stained windows and doors.  Enjoy 

the organic and natural warmth of wood, without the worries of maintenance. 

This realistic and natural wood finish blends with other materials and textures 

to give your home the perfect combination of beauty and practicality. 

Choose from stain on the inside, outside or both. Or choose to combine stain 

on one side and paint on the other, for an amazing custom design.

It’s the finishing touches that  impro



CYPRESS SERIES PVC/WOOD HYBRID
Combine the durability and low maintenance of PVC with the rich look and feel of vertical edge-grain fir on the interior of your windows and 

sliding doors.  The custom fir mouldings are mechanically attached to the inside of your vinyl frames, ready to be stained or clear-coated.  

You no longer need to choose between PVC and wood - Vinyltek’s Cypress Series gives you the best of both worlds.  And unlike wood 

windows, you can choose to feature wood on just a few windows in your home, while leaving less visible ones with the original vinyl finish. 

Golden Pecan Oak Mahogany Walnut

Polo Charcoal BlackSpruce GreenTampico 
Burgundy

Slate Blue

Strand Ivory Steel Gray Sand Brown Undergrowth Rideau Brown

PAINTED FRAME COLOUR OPTIONS*
*Other colour options are available. 
Please contact your Vinyltek representative for more details.

WOODGRAIN STAIN OPTIONS

*Cypress Series vertical edge grain fir can be stained 
the colour of your choice.

s that  improve the aesthetics of your home.



NOT ALL WINDOWS ARE CREATED EQUAL
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